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Can real knowledge be found other than by science?In this unique approach to understanding
today's culture wars, MITprofessor of nuclear science and engineering, Ian Hutchinson,
answersemphatically yes. He shows how scientism --- the often implicitly-heldcontrary view that
science is all the knowledge there is --- acts tosuffocate reason, religion, and ultimately science
itself. Tracing thehistory of the growth of scientism alongside natural science, andtheir frequent
confusion, Hutchinson explains the characteristics thatmake modern science so persuasive and
powerful, but at the same timerestrict its scope of application. He shows how a proper
recognitionof science's scope, and a proper identification of what we callnature, makes sense of
both science and non-scientific knowledge likehistory, law, politics, philosophy, sociology, and
religion.The error of scientism is responsible for much of the modern suspicionof science by
large sections of society and the academy. And itunderlies most of the militant atheist arguments
against religion,which are here concisely refuted. Even though, as Hutchinson
explains,scientism is not proved by science, and scientism as formal philosophyis largely
discredited, the world-view still remains highlyinfluential today. Often, its presumptions are held
by both sides ofthe debate, leading to irreconcilable confrontation. But in factmodern science
developed out of a Christian understanding of theworld. Science has been advanced, very often,
by sincere Christianbelievers, who did not suppose that religious knowledge, or indeed anyother
non-scientific knowledge was ruled out by science. Rejectingscientism enables a principled
intellectual reconciliation of sciencewith religious faith, and with the rest of knowledge.

From the Back CoverWhat do the five points of Calvinism really mean?There are a lot of
misconceptions in popular culture and the church regarding Reformed theology. Some
references to it are positive, some negative. It's time for a full, understandable explanation of
what it really is and why it matters.What Is Reformed Theology? is an accessible introduction to
a set of beliefs and concepts that have been immensely influential in the evangelical church. In
this insightful book, R. C. Sproul walks you through the foundations of the Reformed doctrine
and explains how the Reformed belief is centered on God, based on God's Word, and
committed to faith in Jesus Christ. Sproul explains the five points of Reformed theology and
makes plain the reality of God's amazing grace.R. C. Sproul has served the church as a
seminary professor, pastor, and author of more than ninety books. He is the founder and
chairman of Ligonier Ministries, and his teaching can be heard on the radio program Renewing
Your Mind, which broadcasts daily on more than three hundred radio outlets in the United States
and in more than fifty countries. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorR. C. Sproul has served the church as a seminary professor, pastor, and
author of more than ninety books. He is the founder and chairman of Ligonier Ministries, and his



teaching can be heard on the radio program Renewing Your Mind, which broadcasts daily on
more than three hundred radio outlets in the United States and in more than fifty countries. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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support 9.5 True contradiction10 Integrating knowledge 10.1 The Christian and science
10.2 Levels and perspectives 10.3 The place of faithIndexPrefaceIn a sense this is a book
about science and religion, but that may not be obvious at first glance. In my intellectual journey
as a follower of Jesus Christ and as a professional scientist, I came to believe a long time ago
that the much-discussed tensions between science and Christianity are part of a wider
disagreement between an improper extrapolation of science and - well - everything else. The
improper extrapolation of science is approximately the belief that science, modelled on the
natural sciences, is the only source of real knowledge. I call that belief scientism. It is an
awkward, ugly word and that's fine with me, because I think it's an awkward, ugly, and erroneous
world-view. I choose this word because it points directly at the world-view's foundational
character and because the traditional alternatives capture only a fraction of the scope to which I
think scientism's influence extends.To call my approach here to science and religion indirect
may well seem an absurd understatement. That is because, to explain my way of understanding
the relationship between science and religion, I need to show how the "everything else" comes
in. The first three quarters of what I have to say will give the impression of wandering through
regions that to many scientists and Christians are foreign, and inhospitable. We will spend time
to understand science. We will meet some of its most famous practitioners, discover some of its
history: both what it is and what people have thought and said it is. We'll identify its most
important characteristics, which is as much philosophy as science. We'll talk about what those
characteristics imply about its scope of competence. We'll spend a couple of nights with the
History and Philosophy of science crowd to get a feel for their concerns and how they bear on



our issues. We'll talk about the arguments for and against scientism. We'll be hosted by some
hard-core postmodern philosophers and spar with some hard-core atheists. And on the way we'll
dip liberally into ideas concerning music, art, language, sociology, politics, law, and technology
as well as science and religion.As a guide to all the intellectually foreign regions, I cannot claim
the qualification of being a resident or expert. But I do claim the qualification of understanding
the fundamental commitments and concerns, and speaking the language, of both scientists and
Christians. And I hope to offer a tolerably well-informed tour through the unfamiliar territory. On
the way, I shall also offer commentary that the residents - those who routinely live and work in
the different regions of this intellectual country - might consider impertinent. They might say,
Who does this scientist think he is to editorialize about what we do for a living? That's the sort of
question it is best to acknowledge, but not to answer. The content of the commentary is the only
real justification it can have. But I do want to indicate my intention, which is to discuss those
features of the intellectual landscape that are relevant to my topic at the level of a tourist. In other
words, I am trying to write in a way that is tolerably accessible to an intelligent non-expert - to act
in the way a tour guide should: as an interpreter. This intention requires simplification,
summarization, and glossing over nuances in a way that might scandalize the local residents. I
hope that any residents who choose to tag along with the tour will, nevertheless, be able to
recognize some truth in what I say, and perhaps on occasions will gain new insights from the
different perspective that I offer, even of their own localities.Why do I take my readers on this
round-about route? In the first place it is because scientism is busily, but largely surreptitiously,
at work throughout practically the entire intellectual and cultural landscape. Making sense of its
influence in the regions that most interest me is very hard unless one has a feel for the wider
picture. Secondly, it is because if one just jumps straight into talking about science and religion,
it is easy to give the impression that there are just those two disjoint areas of human knowledge.
That impression can lead into unsatisfying and unsatisfactory attempts to reconcile just those
areas without realizing that all disciplines are struggling with the question of scientism. Third, it is
because both scientists and Christians are frequently misled, in ways that I will explain, into
adopting scientistic positions. If one pays attention to the bigger picture, it helps to avoid that
mistake. Finally, it is because the case that scientism is a mistake depends upon a fairly deep
understanding - an understanding which is subject to controversy - of what science is and how it
relates to the rest of knowledge. Obviously, I'm trying to make all this interesting, but I'm also
trying to make the reader think; so don't be surprised if there are parts that have you puzzled,
and maybe feeling a bit lost at first.Acknowledgements. This book has been half a lifetime in
gestation. I owe an enormous debt for what I have learned from authors, friends, colleagues,
teachers, and acquaintances, all too numerous for me to be able to recall. Most of the ideas
here, even those that I can't remember learning from someone else, I probably owe in part to
others. I have always thought it is the greatest triumph for an educator when the ideas they are
seeking to inculcate become such an integral part of the student's thinking that the student
doesn't remember where they came from. If so, then my own teachers, formal and informal, are



triumphant. I am especially grateful, though, to friends and colleagues who have read parts of
this work in draft and given me helpful criticisms, soundings, and encouragement on the way:
Jesse Rainbow, Roger White, Garry Haake, John Durant. And as ever, my wife Fran has been a
constant enabler and encourager beyond my deserving.Chapter 1Science and scientism1.1
IntroductionScience is the most remarkable and powerful cultural artifact humankind has ever
created. What is more, most people in our society regard science as providing us with
knowledge about the natural world that has an unsurpassed claim to reality and truth. That is
one reason why I am proud to be a physicist, a part of the scientific enterprise. But increasingly I
am dismayed that science is being twisted into something other than what it truly is. It is
portrayed as identical to a philosophical doctrine that I call `scientism'. Scientism is the belief
that all valid knowledge is science. Scientism says, or at least implicitly assumes, that rational
knowledge is scientific, and everything else that claims the status of knowledge is just
superstition, irrationality, emotion, or nonsense.The purpose of this book is to show the
pervasiveness of the doctrine of scientism; to explore its coherence, and consequences; and to
show that it must be repudiated, both to make sense of a vast range of non-scientific human
endeavor, and also for science itself. One of the conflicts that is most visible in current culture is
between scientism and religion. But the overall confrontation is not just with religious faith,
prominent though that part of the debate may be. Religious belief is not at all unique in being an
unscientific knowledge. On the contrary, I shall argue that there are many important beliefs,
secular as well as religious, which are justified and rational, but not scientific. And if that is so,
then scientism is a ghastly intellectual mistake.But how could it have come about that this
mistake is so widespread, if it is a mistake? The underlying reason is that scientism is confused
with science. This confusion is commonplace in many, many popularizations of science.
Scientists of considerable reputation speak with authority and understanding (but rarely
modesty) about the knowledge and technology that science has brought; and frequently they
introduce into their explanations, without acknowledging it, non-scientific assumptions,
unjustified extrapolations, philosophy and metaphysics either based on or promoting scientism.
It is natural then, for readers, particularly those without inside knowledge of science, to assume
that science and scientism are one and the same. After all, many leading scientists, and science
popularizers, speak and act as if they are. A major strand within the community of science thus
directly promotes this confusion.What is more, several major strands within the community of
religious faith also promote this confusion. On the conservative theological wing, which feels
itself in an intellectual battle with a secular academy, there is a deep suspicion of science
because it is seen as a countervailing authority against religious orthodoxy. Most of the
theologically liberal wing, in contrast, long ago adopted scientism, because they confused it with
science. But both sides, whether rejecting or assimilating, have confused science and scientism;
and that confusion is a major factor in the stance they each take.Broader non-science academic
disciplines - and here I am thinking of subjects such as history, literature, social studies,
philosophy, and the arts - have related problems. I shall argue that one can understand many of



the trends of academic thought in the past century or so as being motivated in part by either
embracing or rejecting scientism. Those trends that embrace scientism, do so because they feel
compelled by the intellectual stature of science: they confuse the two. Those that (more recently)
reject scientism, seeing its sterility, seem often to reject science as well, because they have
confused the two.Scientism is many-faceted. It is, first of all, a philosophy of knowledge. It is an
opinion about the way that knowledge can be obtained and justified. My single sentence
definition of scientism focuses on this underlying and foundational aspect: "Scientism is the
belief that all valid knowledge is science." However, the repercussions of this viewpoint are so
great that scientism rapidly becomes much more. It becomes an all-encompassing world-view; a
perspective from which all of the questions of life are examined; a grounding presupposition or
set of presuppositions which provides the framework by which the world is to be understood.
Therefore, from scientism spring many other influences on thought and behavior, notably the
principles that guide our understanding of meaning and truth; the ethical and social
understanding of who we are and how we should live; and ultimately our answers to the `big
questions': our religious beliefs.In so far as scientism is an overarching world-view, it is fair to
regard it as essentially a religious position. Its advocates are unhappy with such an assertion,
and argue that because scientism does not entail the belief in the supernatural, and does not
entail ceremonials and rituals, it cannot be regarded as religion. But that is hair-splitting. There
are religions that don't involve a belief in God, and religions that don't require participation in
ceremonies. What's more, as we will see, several of the historic forms that scientism has taken
actually do involve ceremonials and rituals of religious intent. In any case, the key aspect of
religious conviction that scientism shares with most organized religions is that it offers a
comprehensive principle or belief, which itself cannot be proved (certainly not scientifically
proved) but which serves to organize our understanding and guide our actions.Higher education
in the West, in its beginnings, was almost exclusively a Christian undertaking. Its rationale and
content were dominated by the propagation of Christian truths and the education of people to
undertake that mission. As it grew, of course, much broader perspectives were encompassed,
but even well into the nineteenth century, religious observance and education were dominant
aspects of most colleges and universities. In the second half of that century, though, a
transformation occurred, away from religious to more secular motivations and content.1 To a
great extent, that transformation can be viewed as a conversion to scientism. Not that all
twentieth century academics subscribed overtly to scientism. But just as Christian
presuppositions were a kind of academic mental habitat in earlier centuries, so, scientism
became the de facto world-view of the academy. Scientistic viewpoints had been advocated by a
vocal minority of intellectuals since the beginning of the Enlightenment, and had gained
increasing dominance prior to this transformation. But after it, scientism became practically the
orthodoxy of the academy.In the later parts of this study, I will explore briefly some of the more
practical consequences of scientism in modern attitudes to political and social decision making.
One can consider the emphasis on technological solutions for the challenges we face as a facet



of scientism. The modern reliance on technology to solve all manner of social challenges was
increasingly subject to critiques from human and religious perspectives as the twentieth century
wore on. The belief in human `progress', based on technique, failed in the face of the stark
realities of world wars and gulags. But because the underlying scientism was not displaced from
its intellectual dominance, the technological imperative and the reliance on the technological fix
seem as strong as ever.Repudiation of scientism is the only way that we can break free from
some of the more debilitating habits of thought that have dominated modern intellectual life. But
this repudiation is unsustainable, even by the most heroic effort, without a distinction between
science and scientism. If denying scientism's sway requires us to deny the truthfulness, value, or
reality of scientific knowledge - as seems to be implied by some of today's critiques - then in my
opinion the move will fail. And it should fail, because in fact science does give real, reliable,
knowledge. It is just that science and scientism are not the same thing. Science is not all the
knowledge there is.1.2 Science, what do we mean by it?Perhaps, gentle reader, you are
yourself already highly dubious about the distinction that I am trying to draw. Quite possibly, you
take the view that science really is the only reliable route to knowledge: that science is simply the
systematic critical study of any field of activity: that the word science simply describes
knowledge, which after all is its Latin etymology. If so, then I need to convince you, first, that
there is something distinctive about the disciplines that we traditionally call science, something
that is different from other disciplines; and second, that that distinctiveness calls for definite
characteristics of the things we study using the methods of science, which not all questions
possess. In other words, I must show both that there are in fact functional definitions of science,
and that not all interesting knowledge falls within the scope of the definitions.A major cause of
confusion is that the word science is used with at least two meanings. Those meanings are
completely different; confusing the two has a natural tendency to lead to scientism. One
meaning, which I just alluded to, looks to the derivation of the word. It comes from the Latin
scientia which means simply knowledge. Based on this foundation, the word science is
sometimes used to describe any systematic orderly study of a field of knowledge; or by
extension the knowledge that such study produces. The other meaning of the word science is
today a far more common usage. It is that "science" refers to the study of the natural world.The
Encyclopédie and Samuel Johnson2Figure 1.1: Frontispiece of Diderot's Encyclopédie. Reason
and philosophy revealing truth. Drawn by Charles-Nicolas Cochin, 1764.Prior to the nineteenth
century, the word science was used, especially in continental Europe, to mean simply
knowledge. The Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire Raisonné des Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers3
was edited by Denis Diderot and published in 21 volumes of text and 11 of illustrative plates
during the years 1751 to 1777. It was in many ways the embodiment of Enlightenment thinking.
Its definition of the word science is this:SCIENCE, as a philosophical concept, means the clear
and certain knowledge of something, whether founded on self-evident principles, or via
systematic demonstration. The word science is, in this sense, the opposite of doubt; opinion
stands midway between science and doubt.(The original was in French.) Clearly, by this



definition, science is no different from what we commonly simply call knowledge. If this were all
that the word science connoted, there would be no problem. We would use "science"
interchangeably with "knowledge" and little else would be implied. But, of course, this is not the
only connotation in modern usage. Most of the time, today, when people refer to science they
are referring to natural science, our knowledge of nature, discovered by experiment and (most
convincingly mathematical) theory. This is the meaning I use.The Encyclopédie itself reflects an
ambiguity about the usage of the word science, which may have been deliberate. The formal
definition it gives, is equivalent to "knowledge". But the Encyclopédie's usage strongly implies
the natural and technological knowledge that is captured by the modern meaning, natural
science.Consider the title of the work itself, which might be translated, "Encyclopedia or
Reasoned Dictionary of Sciences, Arts, and Trades". Lest the modern reader be misled by this
literalistic translation, we should recognize that the word Arts here means predominantly what
we would call technology. Here is part of the Encyclopédie's own article on ART, which was
evidently Diderot's manifesto for the work.Origin of the arts and sciences. In pursuit of his needs,
luxury, amusement, satisfaction of curiosity, or other objectives, man applied his industriousness
to the products of nature and thus created the arts and sciences. The focal points of our different
reflections have been called "science" or "art" according to the nature of their "formal" objects, to
use the language of logic. If the object leads to action, we give the name of "art" to the
compendium of the rules governing its use and to their technical order. If the object is merely
contemplated under different aspects, the compendium and technical order of the observations
concerning this object are called "science."Thus, for example, according to Diderot,
metaphysics is a science and ethics is an art. Theology is a science and pyrotechnics an art! So
arts are the products of applying industriousness to nature, and differ from "science" in that arts
are practical, whereas science is contemplative. Moreover, for Diderot, there are subdivisions of
arts:Division of the arts into liberal and mechanical arts. When men examined the products of
the arts, they realized that some were primarily created by the mind, others by the hands. This is
part of the cause for the pre-eminence that some arts have been accorded over others, and of
the distinction between liberal and mechanical arts.Then after promoting the value of the
mechanical arts and criticizing those who disdain them, who by their prejudice "fill the cities with
useless spectators and with proud men engaged in idle speculation", Diderot extols Bacon and
Colbert as champions of the mechanical arts and says, "I shall devote most of my attention to
the mechanical arts, particularly because other authors have written little about them."The
modern reader may be forgiven for feeling that Diderot has multiplied distinctions in ways that
are more confusing than enlightening. Nevertheless, the main point is clear. The Encyclopédie is
a work predominantly about natural science and technology. It defines the word science to mean
knowledge in general; but then it focuses on natural science and technology. Here we see
scientism in its youth. And even in its youth, it seems to be based on deliberate confusion of
language. The French philosophes (whose champion Diderot was) and those who followed them
were quite deliberate in their attempt to undermine confessional religious faith and any authority



based on it. Their avowed aim was to undermine the authority of the clergy and the church; and
hence the political system, the Ancien Régime of which clerical power was one foundation
stone. Those opposed to the monarchy and aristocracy used every technique at their disposal
from the satire of Voltaire to the social activism of the revolutionaries. But one of the most
powerful of their techniques, and arguably the most lasting legacy, was to insinuate scientism as
an unacknowledged presupposition into much of the intellectual climate of the succeeding two
centuries.Samuel Johnson's dictionary4, or to give it its full title, A DICTIONARY of the English
Language: in which The WORDS are deduced from their ORIGINALS, and ILLUSTRATED in
their DIFFERENT SIGNIFICATIONS by EXAMPLES from the best WRITERS5 was perhaps the
most definitive work of English usage up to 1755, when it was first published. It had far less of a
deliberate agenda than the Encyclopédie, and was a remarkable, nine-year, practically solo
effort, unlike the French dictionary of the day which took forty scholars forty years. Johnson's
boast, based on his initial optimistic estimate of only a three-year schedule, was that this
showed "As three to sixteen hundred, so is the proportion of an Englishman to a
Frenchman"6.The 11th edition, abstracted like some earlier editions by Johnson to produce
additional profit through a more accessible, less bulky work, retains only the authors, not the
texts by which the meanings are illustrated and its definition of science readsScience. 1.
Knowledge. Hammond. 2. Certainty grounded on demonstration. Berkley. 3. Art attained by
precepts, or built upon principles. Dryden. 4. Any art or species of knowledge. Hooker, Glanville.
5. One of the seven liberal arts, grammar, rhetorick, logick, arithmetick, musick, geometry,
astronomy. Pope.Evidently this definition conforms to the more general concept as addressing
any systematic body of knowledge. Several of the original quotations from which these
definitions are derived do show signs of preference towards natural science. Nevertheless, the
last definition, as liberal art, emphatically retains the breadth of meaning that a classical
derivation might imply.Two Nineteenth Century HistoriansInsight into the usage of the word
science in the nineteenth century can be gleaned from the writing of Thomas Babington
Macaulay (1800-1859), a lawyer, politician, colonial administrator, poet, essayist and historian.
7Figure 1.2: Thomas Babington Macaulay at age 49. After a drawing by George
Richmond.Macaulay's The History of England from the accession of James the second was an
immediate bestseller when it was published in mid century (volumes 1 and 2 in 1848), and
remains a classic of English literary style and popular history, still in print. Macaulay's writing is
considered also a characteristic example of `Whig History', which means an interpretation of
history in terms of the progressive growth of liberty and enlightenment, accompanying the
increase of democratic and parliamentary power, as opposed to monarchy and aristocracy.
Macaulay, while unromantic in his perspicacious analysis of the motivations of individuals and
the sentiments of the populace, is fond of sweeping assessments such as "From the time when
the barbarians overran the Western Empire to the time of the revival of letters, the influence of
the Church of Rome had been generally favorable to science, to civilization, and to good
government. But during the last three centuries, to stunt the growth of the human mind has been



her chief object."8 We see in this quotation that Macaulay refers to science as the intellectual
component of the growth of the human mind, which, along with civilization and government,
constitutes the progress that he is interested to document. Macaulay's usage of `science' here is
very broad, encompassing all of liberal studies, not just natural science. Yet later in his overview
of England in 1685, speaking about historical assessments of the size of the English population
(about five million), he writes "Lastly, in our own days Mr. Finlaison, an actuary of eminent skill,
subjected the ancient parochial registers of baptisms, marriages, and burials to all the tests
which the modern improvements in statistical science enabled him to apply."9 So `science' is a
natural description of mathematical analysis. But in discussing the low relative degree of
militarization of England he says "... the defence of nations had become a science and a calling"
meaning that the army was becoming professionalized, and associated with systematic learning,
though not necessarily that of natural philosophy.10Macaulay speaks of the far more effective
naval officers of that day who had risen through the ranks rather than acquiring their
appointment, as did the `gentlemen captains', by political preferment. "But to a landsman these
tarpaulins, as they were called, seemed a strange and half-savage race. All their knowledge was
professional; and their professional knowledge was practical rather than scientific."11 So here
he is reflecting the Encyclopédie's distinction between art: the practical; and science: the
contemplative, or perhaps in modern terminology theoretical. Macaulay sees science as
preeminently the result of formal education, but later refers to the distinguishing of right from
wrong as part of "ethical science" (i.e. the science of ethics).Thus the usage of Macaulay reflects
an understanding of science as knowledge that is contemplative and formally-learnt,
encompassing the broad scope of human endeavor, yet only somewhat ambiguously focused
on situations and methods that are predominantly the province of natural and mathematical
studies. That ambiguity, though, is in practice dispelled by his summary under the heading
"State of science in England" in 1685. Noting the foundation, just twenty five years before, of the
Royal Society (whose concerns surely serve as an indisputable definition of science as natural
philosophy), he lists the subjects of his state of science as including agricultural reform,
medicine, sanitation, " ... the chemical discoveries of Boyle, and the earliest botanical
researches of Sloane. It was then that Ray made a new classification of birds and fishes, and
that the attention of Woodward was first drawn toward fossils and shells. ... John Wallis placed
the whole system of statics on a new foundation. Edmund Halley investigated the properties of
the atmosphere, the ebb and flow of the sea, the laws of magnetism, and the course of the
comets; ... mapped the constellations of the southern hemisphere" 12. With the sole possible
exception of Petty's "Political Arithmetic", an early treatise in economic statistics, what Macaulay
refers to are topics in natural science.Figure 1.3: St Paul's cathedral, in London, designed by
Christopher Wren, a founder of the Royal Society, and Professor of Astronomy at Oxford,
illustrates the harmony of natural science, technology, art, and Christianity in 17th century
England.In the 1898 edition of Macaulay's History, however, a particularly telling passage
appears in the introduction written by Edward P. Cheyney, then Professor of European History at



the University of Pennsylvania, and himself the author of an important Short History of England
(1904). Cheyney writesThere are two quite different views of historical writing. The one looks
upon it as a form of literature, an artistic product, the materials for which are to be found in the
events of the past; the other considers it as a science, the solution of the problems involved in
the same events of the past. Macaulay represents the former rather than the latter. If strict
canons of criticism were applied to his methods of investigation and writing, much of his work
would fail to stand the test. ... Abundance of illustration and analogy frequently takes the place of
a really exhaustive study of the sources.13It is remarkable that a historian would refer to history,
or at least history written in the way he approves, as a science. The differences between the
subjects and methods of history and those of natural sciences are, as we shall later explore,
about as stark as they can be. But for our present purposes the key question is, what Cheyney is
getting at when he refers to historians that "treat history as a science" and use "more rigorous
methods" while, in contrast to Macaulay they show "almost entire lack of literary ability"? In the
first place, it seems Cheyney's complaint is that Macaulay is not rigorous, or critical enough.
When he says "There are few things in history quite so certain as he [Macaulay] seems to make
them" his advocacy appears to be for greater tentativeness. And when he says "... a spirit of
candor and a habit of judicial fairness, was not by any means a characteristic of Macaulay's
mind" his criticism appears to be aimed at historical writing that contains specific perspectives
and judgements of the merits of actions or events. But when Cheyney portrays Macaulay's
writings as if they were some sort of historical artistic literature or almost historical fiction, he
goes far beyond what is justified. Whatever may be the shortcomings of Macaulay's work, there
can be no doubt that his was a mind of great erudition, not just imagination. His historical facts
concerning the era he addresses are carefully documented from original sources. Perhaps he
allowed himself greater latitude in speculative interpretation than the academic historian of 1900
(or for that matter 2000) would endorse. But it is remarkable and revealing that in the mind of
Cheyney, this makes Macaulay not so much unprofessional, or a populist, or merely biased, but
rather: unscientific. This attitude is a consequence of scientism - an effort to distinguish between
`true' scientific historical knowledge on the one hand, and on the other, literature that fails to
qualify as science and hence as true knowledge. In effect Cheyney is claiming the credentials of
science in support of his view that some of Macaulay's interpretations are erroneous.14Perhaps
we can understand Cheyney's position better in the light of his Presidential address to the
American Historical Society, some 26 years later15. In this oration entitled Law in History,
although he no longer uses the word scientific to describe it, he still sees history as on a path to
discovery of practically deterministic cause and effect.So arises the conception of law in history.
History, the great course of human affairs, has been the result not of voluntary action on the part
of individuals or groups of individuals, much less of chance; but has been subject to law. ...Such
are the six general laws I have ventured to state as discoverable by a search among historical
phenomena: first, a law of continuity; second, a law of impermanence of nations; third, a law of
unity of the race, of interdependence among all its members; fourth, a law of democracy; fifth, a



law of freedom; sixth, a law of moral progress.May I repeat that I do not conceive of these
generalizations as principles which it would be well for us to accept, or as ideals which we may
hope to attain; but as natural laws, which we must accept whether we want to or not, whose
workings we cannot obviate, however much we may thwart them to our own failure and
disadvantage; laws to be accepted and reckoned with as much as the laws of gravitation, or of
chemical affinity, or of organic evolution, or of human psychology.Cheyney's claims and
terminology seem aimed to promote professionalism in history: implying that there are certain
scientific norms of historiography practiced by the academic historian, but not by writers of much
broader experience such as Macaulay.The effort is not convincing. The distinction between
academic and popular history might be significant, but to portray this as a distinction between
scientific and unscientific is mostly a power play. The distinction bears no discernible
relationship to methods of the natural sciences. It is mostly a substitution of the judgement
`correct' by `scientific' for rhetorical effect. Given the present common usage of `science', any
merit that might once have resided in references to scientific history is today replaced by
confusion. And the hope that some historical law of (say) "moral progress" would be accepted
"as much as the laws of gravitation", seems to a scientist just silly.Metaphysics a Science?The
confusion of usages of the word science throughout the twentieth century may be illustrated by
reference to the insightful An Essay on Metaphysics by R.G.Collingwood (1940)16. I think it is
fair to say that today metaphysics would be regarded as a subject that stands in contrast to
science. Common sense usage would say something along the lines that science is about the
experimentally verifiable facts of nature, whereas metaphysics is about the speculative,
unverifiable, logical, and philosophical questions that include religion and the big questions of
human life17. For Collingwood, though, classical usages of the words are primary. He explains
that literally metaphysics is simply the expression used by the editors of Aristotle to describe the
writings that are placed after physics. Collingwood defines science (in contrast to common
usage even of 1940) as any "body of systematic or orderly thinking". And he calls metaphysics
"an historical science" which attempts to find out, for the thinkers and arguments it analyzes,
their absolute presuppositions.Ironically Collingwood is himself aware of and concerned to
critique scientism. He addresses a nineteenth century philosophy whose prime tenet is that the
"only valid method of attaining knowledge is the method used in the natural sciences" as
Positivism. Undoubtedly the use of `Positivism' is historically correct and precise terminology to
describe the school of philosophy to which it refers. One reason I avoid it in talking about the
larger issue is that scientism is far broader and more influential than the explicit formulation by
Auguste Comte (1798-1857) and his followers, which Collingwood analyses. No, scientism is not
just philosophical and sociological positivism; it is much more pervasive than that. Nor is it just
postivism's twentieth century extension Logical Positivism, which holds, in brief, that
propositions other than scientific ones are meaningless, and which Collingwood colorfully
criticizes under the title of the "Suicide of Positivistic Metaphysics"!I'll have more to say later
about these philosophical formulations. But my present point is that calling metaphysics a



science, despite the practice adopted by Diderot in the mid 18th century, is by modern
standards just plain confusing, since metaphysics is in large measure defined by the fact that it
is not natural science.Nothing leads more quickly to sloppy thinking and misunderstandings than
terminological confusion of this type. Indeed, the continued robustness of scientism is surely
partly attributable to this terminological confusion. If science means simply knowledge, then
scientism is just tautologically true. End of story. But if science means a particular type of
knowledge, as it does today, then it is essential to recognize that meaning and stick to it. For this
reason and others, as a matter of the use of language, when I refer to science, I will mean
natural science, not simply systematic knowledge. Moreover I mean modern natural science, the
inheritor of the revolution in natural philosophy that started in the sixteenth century. I implore the
reader to bear this meaning firmly in mind.New SciencesA further source of confusion lies in
recent trends in academic disciplines to refer to their subjects as various types of "sciences".It
was not a scientist but a philosopher (John Searle) who remarked that most of the disciplines
that have the word science in their name are actually not science. He was overstating the idea,
even for the 1970s. But he was making the point that most subjects that are unequivocally
sciences have descriptive names that don't require the qualification "science". One can think of
physics, chemistry, astronomy, biology, geology, zoology, botany, genetics, physiology, and so
on. No one would hesitate to classify these as part of science.In contrast, think about Social
Science, Management Sciences, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Archaeological Sciences, Animal
Science, Food Science, Behavioral Sciences, Decision Sciences, Family and Consumer
Sciences (I am not making these up!) even Computer Science. Practically none of these are
science in the sense of the word that I am using, either because they are not natural (about
nature) or because they are really technologies or professional studies.In recent years, it must
be conceded, some of the more traditional sciences have taken to using the word science in the
titles of academic departments (e.g. Earth Sciences, Biological Sciences, Atmospheric
Sciences, Materials Science, Marine Sciences, Life Sciences) but in most cases this seems to
be either because they represent a merging of several historically distinct subjects, or because
they want to shed a narrow interpretation.Whatever may be the individual justification, the
outbreak of "sciences" in academic descriptions is in part a reflection of scientism at work. If
science is all the real knowledge there is, as scientism says, then a self-respecting academic
department better be sure that its discipline is understood to be science. But of course, a
discipline does not become a science by simply calling itself one. So not all the new "sciences"
are science in any useful sense. But what does make a discipline a science?1.3 The Scientific
RevolutionModern natural science came into being during approximately the century that led up
to the publication of Isaac Newton's Principia (1687). It is now popular and appropriate to refer to
this intellectual birth as the Scientific Revolution. Science historian Steven Shapin begins his
1996 book The Scientific Revolution18 with the paradoxical declaration "There was no such
thing as the scientific revolution, and this is a book about it." Shapin warns us that the actual
phrase `the Scientific Revolution' was probably coined by Alexandre Koyré as recently as 1939;



even though the "beginnings of an idea of revolution in science date from the eighteenth century
writings of French Enlightenment philosophes" [like Diderot and the other authors of the
Encyclopédie] "who liked to portray themselves and their disciplines as radical subverters of
Ancien Régime culture". "In just this sense, the first revolution may have been scientific, and the
American, French, and Russian Revolutions are its progeny". The key characteristics of the new
philosophy, the new science, that Shapin points to are (1) that it was to be arrived at by
dependence on natural evidence rather than textual authority, (2) that its content was primarily
mechanical and (3) that its purposes were diverse. Those purposes were intellectual: offering an
alternative to scholastic wrangling, cultural: providing luster to the courts that sponsored it, and
practical: giving rise to improvement of the human condition.The idea that science must be
founded on observations of nature, on experiments, and on the gathering of facts, is taken for
granted today. So much so that we should pause to remind ourselves of how radical an idea that
was, at the start of the Scientific Revolution.19 It is not that no natural philosophy (as science
was called until the nineteenth century) existed in medieval times. On the contrary, there was an
elaborate medieval system of the world based largely on Greek philosophy. Much of this world
view had been inherited with the rest of the writings of antiquity as they had been rediscovered
after the dark ages in Europe - preserved and elaborated first, incidentally, by Byzantine and
Nestorian Christians and subsequently reintroduced into a Europe ignorant of the Greek
language by translations initiated from Baghdad under Islam.An important thread of medieval
philosophy that it inherited from its Greek forebears was an emphasis on the contemplative, and
a disdain for manual activity. These attitudes were debilitating for truly experimental science. In
the Platonic and scholastic medieval intellectual world, the roost was ruled by what would today
be considered armchair philosophizing, combined with a deference to the authority of the Greek
texts and an emphasis on deduction from authority, rather than discovery in nature. To make
experimental evidence the final authority of natural philosophy, as the new science did, truly
required a revolution.Greek science arose from roots in polytheistic mythology. Plato (429-348
BC) taught that the visible world had been shaped by the demiurge, a deity but one far less
powerful and comprehensive than the Biblical Creator. The demiurge worked with pre-existing
chaotic matter under the constraint of specific Ideas. The visible universe itself is also a divine
being, according to Plato. It has an inborn personal disposition or `nature' (the original root
meaning of the Greek word φυσις, the derivation of our `physics'). For Aristotle (384-322 BC) the
Ideas, or Forms, are dominant. There is a strong distinction between the nature of the heavens,
where only circular motions are permissible, and the sub-lunar world of the four elements air,
fire, water, and earth, in which the natural motion is rectilinear. God, for Aristotle, is the Prime
Mover, the final cause, whose immutability is to some extent shared by the earthly Forms. Their
behavior is governed by their nature, which directs them towards fulfillment of that nature: bodies
fall not because they are acted on by forces but because of their intrinsic `downness'. Soul
pervades the world. This teleological emphasis of Greek science appealed to pious medieval
Christian philosophers, and despite falling short of a fully Biblical view of creation, became



accepted in a Christianized form by the Church and therefore by society.In contrast to the
personification and deification of nature, and to the accompanying teleological explanations,
`mechanical' science of the seventeenth century sought explanations analogous to the machine.
So in Galileo's dynamics (1611), a cannonball could stand for the motion of Venus. Descartes
could say "there is no difference between the machines built by artisans and the diverse bodies
that nature alone composes." Though Kepler flip-flopped between the older animated nature
and the mechanical nature, which is perhaps not surprising since he stands at the fulcrum of the
philosophical transition, he could say in 1605 "My aim is to show that the machine of the
universe is not similar to a divine animated being, but similar to a clock". The clock metaphor
had very wide currency. It stood for something that was uniform, regular, and
comprehensible.The clock metaphor also stood for explanation by immediate cause and effect -
secondary, or "efficient", causes. In other words, the motion of one part of the clock, or the
universe, is to be explained by the direct (mechanical) action upon it of another. For the
seventeenth century natural philosophers, this rapidly came to define what constituted proper
explanation. Some parts of this analogy persist today. One of its philosophical implications, for
example, is reductionism. Reductionism is the principle of explanation in terms of a hierarchy of
components. A complex system is explained in terms of the interaction of a number of simpler
subsystems from which it is composed. Those subsystems may themselves be further explained
by a lower hierarchy of sub-subsystems, and so on till (in the words of Richard Dawkins The
Blind Watchmaker20) "we reach units so simple that, for everyday purposes, we no longer feel
the need to ask questions about them".Other parts of the mechanical philosophy have not
survived as fundamental tenets of modern science. Indeed, twentieth and twenty-first century
physics describes the world at the microscopic level not at all in terms of mechanics (forces
exerted between mechanical components), nor matter (stuff that fills space excluding other stuff)
but in more abstract mathematical terms. Even Newton's Principia Mathematica21, which may
be regarded as the culmination of the Scientific Revolution, and which raised its author to
remarkable heroic popular stature even in his own lifetime, came under criticism from some
rivals precisely because it did not demonstrate mechanical mechanisms for gravity. Newton's
famous phrase "hypotheses non fingo" (I do not frame hypotheses) is his explicit statement that
he did not feel compelled to put forward a direct mechanical explanation of the law of gravity but
only "a mathematical notion of those forces, without considering their physical causes". Although
this explanation is part of the General Scholium, added by Newton late in his life to the
Principia's second edition of 1713, the principle of relying on experiment codified in
mathematical terms and opposing purely hypothetical mechanical models was explicitly part of
Newton's approach throughout his career. For example, in replying to Ignace Gaston Pardies
concerning the researches which demonstrated that white light comprised a spectrum of distinct
colors - the work that together with his reflecting telescope first brought him to broad prominence
and to fellowship in the Royal Society - Newton said in 1672... the doctrine which I explained
concerning refraction and colors, consists only in certain properties of light, without regarding



any hypotheses by which those properties might be explained. For the best and safest method
of philosophizing seems to be, first to enquire diligently into the properties of things, and to
establish those properties by experiments and then to proceed more slowly to hypotheses for
the explanation of them. For hypotheses should be employed only in explaining the properties of
things, but not assumed in determining them; unless so far as they may furnish
experiments.22This is a manifesto that epitomizes the experimental character of the natural
science we inherit from Newton. Newton was not himself perfectly consistent in separating the
more speculative hypothesis from the experimentally demonstrated "properties". He maintained
the corpuscular theory of light, sometimes implying (erroneously) that it was supported by his
profound experiments. Nevertheless, he sought rigorous systematic mathematical explanation of
the the experimental facts, regardless of whether a coherent mechanical picture of that
explanation could be formulated - let alone proved.Newton's failure to identify the mechanisms
of gravity led Leibnitz to accuse him of thereby reintroducing "occult powers" into science.
Newton denied it. Not, in his view, because gravity could act without mediation of material
bodies, a notion he found absurd, but because gravity was not to be regarded as unintelligible
even without that mechanical explanation. In many respects, though, despite Newton's
commitment to mechanical principles, the Principia Mathematica heralded a second
transformation in the archetype of what was taken to constitute scientific explanation. If the first
transition of the Scientific Revolution was from animated spirits and innate propensities to
mechanical devices, the second was from mechanics to pure mathematics. This second step
allowed cogency to physical theories that were mathematically formulated, even if they lacked
specific mechanisms. But it did not, for at least two hundred years in physics, discourage the
search for mechanisms.1.4 Characteristics of scienceI have sketched in the previous section an
outline of the Scientific Revolution. I did that partly to help to explain what I mean by modern
natural science, or, for short, simply science. It is the science whose methods and suppositions
we inherit from the Scientific Revolution. My sketch serves also as an introduction to
identification of two key defining characteristics of science. The characteristics are strongly
parallel to the two emphases that were historically influential in science's development, namely
experimental or natural evidence, and mechanical or mathematical explanation. However for
important logical reasons, I express these two characteristics more abstractly, as reproducibility
and clarity. In succeeding chapters I shall explain these characteristics in more detail and show
both that they are intrinsic aspects of modern science and that not all knowledge is susceptible
to analysis that takes them as presuppositions. Before I move on to this task, though, let me
pause to address some objections to the whole of my explanatory enterprise.One objection that
might be raised at this stage is to ask why one should restrict the designation science to the
inheritors of the Scientific Revolution. After all, the argument goes, surely the point is that we
should use whatever strategy is available to discover knowledge. Who is to say that we don't
now have better, or complementary, methods of discovering knowledge, beyond those that
sprang from the experimental and mathematical approaches of Newton? My first answer is



immediately to point out that this objection is an example of scientism. It confuses knowledge
and science and implies that they are one and the same. I am not at all interested to limit the
ways of obtaining knowledge to those that I call scientific. I simply want to be clear in drawing a
distinction in terminology to recognize that, as a matter of historical fact, science as we
commonly conceive it had, and has, a distinctive characteristic approach to methods of
discovering and knowing, to epistemology.But why insist on this terminology? Here, my second
answer goes to the heart of the issue. Science has a well-earned prestige and authority
precisely because its epistemological approach leads to knowledge that has proven to be
practically important and intellectually convincing. This prestige is, of course, one driving force
behind the desire of many disciplines to be considered sciences, whether or not they lend
themselves to scientific methods of investigation. This desire goes beyond the attempt to bring
to the discipline the kind of confidence that science has. It seeks also the authority of science.
And for the purposes of persuasion, of establishing authority, of commanding respect, the aura
of science has been unmatched for a long time. To use the metaphor of the market today, it is a
question of `branding'. I think it is inappropriate, a kind of false-advertising, for disciplines that by
their structure or subject do not lend themselves to scientific analysis in the style of the natural
sciences to try to catch the marketing coat-tails of the natural sciences.A different kind of
objection might also be raised at my seeking to identify characteristics which science
possesses. It is this. Suppose we grant that, to avoid confusion, we will use the word science to
mean natural science. Doesn't that just mean the study of nature? So should not `the study of
nature' be our working definition of science? And if it is, why should one seek to limit the scope
of science by an identification of the characteristics of its methods? Surely one should use
whatever methods come to hand to study nature. We should not artificially restrict the methods
with which we study it. We should welcome whatever methods work best.This approach sounds
on the face of it very plausible. It promotes the view that science is an open, unfettered
intellectual activity, free from the constraints of tradition and authority that the Enlightenment
sought to shed. And free from artificial limitations of method, so that gradually, as our systematic
knowledge grows, we will unify our scientific knowledge into an all-encompassing whole. Again
one can see the tendency for this approach to degenerate into scientism. But there are more
fundamental problems. What methods `work best' begs the question of what we mean by `work
best': best for what purpose or for whom? And regarding `the study of nature' as a definition
simply begs the question: what is nature?`What is nature?' probably sounds a rather silly
question to most people today. We tend to think that nature is self-evident. It is the external
world, unmanipulated by humans, the world of forces and matter, of animals and minerals, of
sun moon and stars, of laws and regularities, of chance and necessity. But the apparently
unproblematic modern view of nature is not self-evident. Prior to the Scientific Revolution, nature
was viewed very differently. It was populated with gods and teleological imperatives, with
intention and purpose. Even in 1686, Robert Boyle (of Boyles' Law) could identify in his A Free
Inquiry into the Vulgarly Received Notion of Nature23 eight different senses of the word nature:



1. The author of nature. 2. That on whose account a thing is what it is: its essence. 3. A creature's
inherited temperament and constitution. 4. The spontaneous dynamics of a body. 5. The
established order or settled course of things. 6. The structure of a body, or of the universe, its
system. 7. The phenomena of the universe. 8. Aristotle's semi-deity, which, in the aphorisms of
the Peripatetic philosophers, "conserves itself", "goes by the shortest way", "abhors a vacuum",
"cures diseases" etc. Boyle's purpose is to deplore the use of number 8, the semi-deity that
underwrote Aristotle's physics, which the Scientific Revolution was in the process of
superceding, and to replace it with number 5, the established order or settled course of
things.Moreover, even after the Enlightenment, the romantics such as the poets William
Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge said that what they were about was the study of
nature. Yet no one today would for a moment think to call the poetic understanding of the natural
world science. It simply is not adequate to assume that what is meant by nature is obvious. If `the
study of nature' is to serve us to understand what science is, we need a more functional
definition of nature.My approach is that we recognize that we can't simply assume we know what
is meant by nature. Instead, we must consider what we mean by natural science. Once we have
a clear view of what that is, we will ipso facto have developed a clear definition of what we here
mean by nature. Nature is what we are studying in natural science. In other words, we must
break into the circular statement that natural science is the study of nature. But the right place to
break that circularity is not to assert that we know somehow by common sense what nature is.
Such an assertion is historically and philosophically unsupportable. Instead, it is to insist, as I do,
that the methods of science, on which its authority is based, constitute a definition and
delimitation of what is meant by nature in this context. The result of this definition is entirely
consistent with what Boyle was arguing for: the established order or settled course of things. He
did not propose an explicitly functional definition, and could not have done so in his historic
context, but the near equivalence will become clearer as we examine the characteristics of
science in the following chapters.If one accepts this functional definition of nature, then by the
same token the meaning of science becomes much clearer, and more useful. Just as we can
regard nature functionally as that which science studies. We can most naturally regard science
functionally as that which scientists practice. The word scientist has a much shorter history than
science. It was unknown prior to the nineteenth century. Before that, what we call scientists were
`natural philosophers'. It therefore inverts history (as well, perhaps, as the frequent preference to
base dictionary definitions on abstract concepts) to regard the name of the practitioner:
`scientist', as the definitional entry point for understanding what science is. But for developing an
unambiguous understanding, such a functional definition appears to be far superior. And, in fact,
in common parlance today, this definition is a much better description of the images evoked by
the discussion of science, than the general systematic knowledge implied by its Latin
etymology.Chapter 2Reproducibility.What is nature?Michael Faraday is a fascinating character
in the history of science. Born the son of a poor blacksmith, his formal education, such as it was,
ended by age 13; but it ended by his becoming apprenticed to a bookbinder and bookseller; his



informal self-education was beginning! This unconventional background left him knowing
practically no mathematics. But he was an incredibly insightful experimentalist and he had an
intuitive way of understanding the world in mental pictures. No less than five laws or phenomena
of science are named after him. His experimental discoveries came to dominate the science of
electricity, and of chemistry too, for the first two thirds of the nineteenth century. His
conceptualization of the effects of electromagnetism in terms of lines of force laid the foundation
for Maxwell's mathematical electromagnetic equations, and for the modern concept of a "field",
in terms of which much fundamental physics is now expressed. 24Figure 2.1: Michael Faraday
as a young manIt was said of Faraday that whenever he heard of some new result or
phenomenon, reported in a public meeting or a scientific journal, the first thing he would do was
to attempt to reproduce the effect in his own laboratory. The reason he gave for this insistence
was that his imagination had to be anchored in what he called the "facts". He understood in his
bones that science is concerned with reproducible phenomena which can be studied anywhere
under controlled conditions and give confirmatory results. "Without experiment I am nothing," he
once said.Faraday's attitude is a reflection of what is often taken for granted in talking about
science, that science deals with matters that show reproducibility. For a phenomenon to be a
question of science, it had to give reproducible results independent of who carried out the
experiment, where, and when. What the Danish Professor Hans Oersted observed during a
lecture demonstration to advanced students at the university in Copenhagen in the spring of
1820 ought to be observed just the same when Faraday repeated the experiment later at the
Royal Institution in London. And it was. Here, by the way, I am alluding to the discovery that a
compass needle is affected by a strong electric current nearby, demonstrating for the first time
the mutual dependence of electricity and magnetism. According to the students present at his
demonstration, this discovery was an accident during the heating of a fine wire to
incandescence using an electrical current. But Oersted's own reports claim greater
premeditation on his part25.2.1 The meaning of experimentImagine a family trip to the
Australian beach. The youngster of the family, three-year-old Andrew, is there for the first time.
He is fascinated at all the new experiences. He idly, perhaps accidentally, kicks the gravel on the
way down to the sand, and pauses to hear it rattle. When seated in the sun he grabs handfuls of
sand, and throws them awkwardly over himself, and anyone else who strays too near. He is
fearful and wondering at the unexpected waves, even the gentle ones that surge up the smooth
sand towards him. Sarah, the eight-year-old is more deliberate. She is on a trek down the beach
to find treasures: smooth pebbles of special shape or color, sand dollars, shells, seaweed, and
maybe a blue crab. She returns with her bucket full, and she proceeds to sort her collection
carefully into different kinds and categories. Cynthia watches both with motherly affection; her
gaze shifts to the surf. She delights in the almost mesmerizing rhythm: rolling in and out. She
wonders, at an almost subconscious level, what makes the waves adopt that particular tempo.
Dan, the husband, chooses a spot well up from the water for their base, to avoid having to move
as the tide comes in. He erects the sun-shade, trying a number of different rocks till he finds the



ones that best keep it upright in the soft sand. He lies alongside his wife where the shadow will
continue, even as the sun moves in the sky, to protect his fair skin from excessive ultra-violet
radiation caused by the antarctic ozone hole.Humans experiment from their earliest conscious
moments. They are fascinated by regularities perfect and imperfect, and by similarities and
distinctions. In children we call this play. In adults it is often trial and error devoted to a specific
purpose, but sometimes it is simply a fascination that seeks no further end than understanding.
We are creatures who want to know about the regularities of the world. And the way we find out
about them is largely by experiment.Induction is often touted as the defining philosophical
method of natural science. It takes little thought and no detailed philosophical analysis to
recognize that the deductive logic of the syllogism is inadequate for the task of discovering
general facts about the natural world. All boggles are biggles, no baggles are biggles, therefore
no baggles are boggles, is the stuff of IQ tests, not a way to understand the universe. By
contrast, induction, the generation of universal laws or axioms from the observation of multiple
specific instances, is both more fraught with logical difficulty and also vastly more powerful. But
as a practical procedure it is hardly more than a formalization of the everyday processes of
discovery illustrated by our Australian beach.Figure 2.2: Francis BaconFrancis Bacon
(1561-1626) is often credited with establishing the inductive method as primary in the sciences,
and thereby laying the foundations of modern science. Here is what Thomas Macaulay, in his
(1837) essay thought of that viewpoint.The vulgar notion about Bacon we take to be this, that he
invented a new method of arriving at truth, which method is called Induction, and that he
detected some fallacy in the syllogistic reasoning which had been in vogue before his time. This
notion is about as well founded as that of the people who, in the middle ages, imagined that
Virgil was a great conjurer. Many who are far too well-informed to talk such extravagant
nonsense entertain what we think incorrect notions as to what Bacon really effected in this
matter.The inductive method has been practiced ever since the beginning of the world by every
human being. It is constantly practiced by the most ignorant clown, by the most thoughtless
schoolboy, by the very child at the breast. That method leads the clown to the conclusion that if
he sows barley he shall not reap wheat. By that method the schoolboy learns that a cloudy day is
the best for catching trout. The very infant, we imagine, is led by induction to expect milk from his
mother or nurse, and none from his father26.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “What are scientific facts?. (Ian Hutchinson, Monopolizing Knowledge,
2011)This is a book with many profound insights that should be read by anyone who is
interested in understanding how we come to regard things as "scientific facts".Dr. Hutchinson
argues against scientism: the popular belief that the only kind of knowledge is science.
Scientism leads to everyone scrambling to have what they do classified as "science", and to
rejecting other kinds of knowledge. This, in turn, leads critics of this overly inclusive view of
science to reject all of it, including traditional science.Professor Hutchinson lists what he thinks
are the characteristic properties of traditional science: clarity and repeatability. He distinguishes
different kinds of science, such as astronomy, which he classifies as an "observational "science.
It is different from physics - but still having clarity and repeatability. He rules out sociology and
political science because of the lack of repeatability.I think that Professor Hutchinson's
discussion of evolution is one of the best. He makes a distinction between natural law and
natural history. Natural law includes physics. Natural history includes evolution - it is historically
oriented and relies on different standards of validation than natural law. For example,
observations in physics necessarily follow from the theory. In the case of evolution, observations
that are plausible are offered as evidence. Dr. Hutchinson notes that the controversy
surrounding evolution is partly the result of its insistence on being called a science (i.e. natural
law), in the same meaning of the word as physics. If we were to accept that there are kinds of
valid knowledge other than science, such as natural history, then the controversy could be
defused.In subsequent chapters, Dr. Hutchinson addresses the pernicious effects of scientism
in several areas. One is the belief that science is an oppressive force in society, another is that
technologies can be created to solve any problem. The book's discussion of scientism and
religion contains many insightful points. The author analyzes evolution and science (i.e.
scientism) -based attacks on religion that betray a misunderstanding of science and of the way it
has succeeded by restricting itself to those questions for which it can supply an answer.One of
the things I quickly noticed in the book is the character of its author. It reveals his honest search
for the truth, with grace, politeness and the willingness to honestly consider both sides of an
argument. It is a book well worth having. My first copy got so beat up during my reading of it that
I ordered another to keep as a reference.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. It lays out the reasons behind why the scientific method
cannot be relied upon to find all truth. It can only be used to find truth about the physical world
around us, very powerful reasoning, I recommend it.”

Ben, “True knowledge. This book is a well-written overview of the history and philosophy of
science, with a view to explaining its proper role in education and society today. Thoroughly
researched and grounded in other writings on the subject, Dr. Hutchinson displays an excellent



understanding of the topics involved. Furthermore, he maintains a clear focus on his central
premise regarding the ill-effects of 'scientism' throughout, and does not stray into tangential
discussions or debates. The tone of the book is quite pleasant as well, avoiding much of the
more bitter arguments surrounding these topics. I highly recommend this book for all scientists
and for anyone else interested in the intersection of science and other domains of knowledge.”

Sunshine, “Insightful. Here is a book that is a must-read for culture-leaders; I found it very
insightful. This MIT scientist author has put his finger right on the mark of where we as a society
have gone wrong in terms of understanding the power and boundaries of science. As a scientist
myself, I love science as a wonderful tool for studying the natural world. But by elevating science
to be the final arbiter of all ideas and concepts and even history, some part of society have let
science become 'scientism', a kind of religion of its own, and a distortion of true science.
Hutchinson points out that scientific facts and truths are extremely important -- he lives them out
in his own research -- but there are indeed other kinds of truths and facts: historical facts,
religious truths, morality, etc. The erroneous view of science as as the ONLY source of truth that
will somehow explain everything is harmful to true science and also to society as a whole and
the way we understand truth and values.”

Anthony Freeman, “Who's afraid of the big bad wolf?. Assumption is the mother of all ... well stuff
ups. This book asks some of the tough questions of some eminent people who seem to be
unable to see the tree's for the forest as well as being blind to the beauty of the forest itself. Very
thought provoking. Common sense 1 : humanism 0.”

Simon Jones, “A very important discussion of the ultimate pretension and myth of our time. An
excellent discussion of an ugly pretension which still pervades modern thinking. The writer is a
highly distinguished MIT scientist who hopes to rescue the intellectual discipline and rational
pursuit of truth - science- from the unfounded, ideological pretension that is scientism. There are
also important critical remarks on other nasty modern habits such as "reductionism" and
"psychological determinism". The book will be useful for sincere scientists and religious
believers alike, and a welcome antidote to the nonsense currently being spouted by the New
Atheists.”

The book by Ian Hutchinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 12 people have provided feedback.
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